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INTRODUCTION
_ When desi&mlng a vehlele and its the_al protection system for
manned _eent_y, the most desirable eonfiEuratlo_ minimizes the heating
_ate and, therefore, does no_ _equlre active systems (such as film
cooling) o_ degrading systems (such as ablaZi'¢o materials), ComploZc
avoidance of an active om of a doEradlng %he:._nalpro%ec_ion system is
practically impossible. HoweveP, The des_r_d low heating-rates can
often be aehleved for large sumface areas by selecting a conflgu_ation
for which boundary-layer sepa_atlon leaves large areas in a relatively
u "_
low-velocity wake flow.
A necessary condition (Ref. l) for sepa_atlon of The viscous
boundary layer from the wall is an incmeasing pressure in The streamwise
direction, i.e., an adverse p_essume E1-adlent along %he f_..; pa'ch. The
necessary advemse pressume E_adient may be due To shock waves associated ....'
with a flow recompression subsequent To a rapid expansion at a relative-
ly sharp Co,hem. In general, The separation location depends upon geo-
metric pal-ameters, such as configuration geometz,/ and angle-of-attack,
and upon flow pamameter_, such as free-stream Mach number, Reynolds num-
ber, and the wall tempematume. AT high Maoh numbems, The "hypersonic
freeze" pmlnclple (Ref. 2) indicates That The inviscid flow field is
independent of the Mach number. Because of its use as a Transition
criteria, The Reynolds number is an important parameTem in esTabllshln E
!\'_ a separation criterion. However, even without transition, The base\'\ pressume has been found To be dependent on the Reynolds number, if only
weakly (e.g. t Refs. 3 and _).
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_: Fox the th_ee-dlmenslonal flow of an inellned body of revolution,
i-
two dls_inet separatj.on types have been observed at low speeds by Wang
(Ref. 5). The first s_age of separation appears to be of a free vortex
layer type; the second stage appears to he of a bubble type. Wang
notes that other wo_kems have observed _dal_tatlvely similar pa_terns
at hypersonic speeds.
An objective of the p_sent study was to examine pamamete_s which
influence the extent of separation and the resultant flow in the separated
region, yet avoid undue cumpie_itles ir the flow field, Therefore, it was
the intention of the model design zo simulate the flow-field for an in-
finite cylinder. However, the models were of limited length in order to
allow that the models would be entirely within the tunnel core and to
avoid shock - bounda_ layer interactions at the tunnel wall, which arise
when the model spans the tunnel. Thus, the boundary layer for the wind-
ward flow is three dimensional. /'.
A solution of the compressible, three-dlmenslonal boundamy layer on
the cylinder at angle-of-attack must account for the divergence, or con-
vergence, of the external strean_lines which gives rise to a thinning, or
thickening, of the boundary layer. A rigorous solution must also account
for the skew character of the velocity profile which occurs since the
flow in the boundary layer must ruin more than the invlscid flow in or-
der to allow the centrifugal force gmadient to balance the resultant
lateral pressure gradient. Although solutlons for the laminar, compres-
sible three-dimensional boundary layer have been obtained (e.g., Eel. 6),
the method is vet,/ complex. Moreover, it has been found (Ref. 7) that,
even for lamge transverse pressume gradients, the cross-flow can be
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3noglected in the presence of a highly aooled surface and of moderato
Mash numbeps at the odge of the laminar boundary layer.
Although qulte small in relation to windward heat transfe_ the
leeward heating process is also important to thn vehicle deslgne_ fop
the priT_ary reason that unnecessary thermal proteatlon over leeward
surfaces could _opresen_ a signlfi_ant wc_ight pc_nalty and therefore
should be avoid_d. Thus, it is #_nslr_lhleto have basic informatlon
about the levol and _xtont of convective heating over the h_;esid_ of
typical cross sections. Furthermore., since only a limited number of
shapes can be oxamined experimentally one objeetlw_ of the current
study was to provide correlations and genePallzations of the test data
obtained.
Much of the previous experience wlth manned reentr.j vehicles in-
dlcates that flow in the near wake is laminar (e.g., Ref. 8). The
large favorable pressume gradient which exists upstream of the separa ...... ,
_ tlon point on most of these configurations tends to insure a laminar
boundary layer prior to separation. Fumthermore, Lees (Ref. 9) indi-
cated that as the boundary layer separates to become the shear layer,
it will remain lamina_ if the edge Math number is greater than about
2.5.
The present report investigates the flow-field for "simulated"
infinite cylinders over an angle-of-attack range from 30° to 90°. The
range of test conditions for the experimental program, which was con-
ducted in the Vought Aeronautics Corporation's Hyperveloci%y Wind
l
Tunnel (VAC HVWT), includes free-stream Mach numbers from I0 %0 15
with unit Reynolds numbers from 2 X i05 pep foot to 2 x 107 per foot.
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The analysis of thesQ measumemen_s includss comparison with thooretical
oorrolatlons and with m_sults fmom othom expmmlm_ntal investlgations.
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NOMENCLATURE
Cp - pmessura eoefficlsnt
F - a factor in the hea_-transfer oquat_.on which accounts fo_
the non-ei_eulam shape of the fuselage e_oss-seetion,
dnfinr_d ':nQqn, 6
L _ total modnl inngth, m_asu_ad along th_ plan_ of I]ymmntl,),,
op a cha_ant_r,[stlc',sepapatlon l_n_;th (s(m Fig, 17)
M_ _ froo ntpoam Maoh nu_,be_,
._ Pt2 - stagnation p_e_u_e behind a no_mal _ho_k
!. Be avg " average value of hea_-_Pansfer to the surface downstream
of boundary-layer separation
' qtc_l - experimental heat-transfer mate for the_mocouple no. i,
_ which is located in the wlndwa_d plane of symmetr_
qt, ref - calculated value of heat-transfer to the stagnation ......
point of a spheme whose diametem is Wb
r - the corner _adlus fo_ flat-faced configuration withC
rounded corners
Re /ft - free stream unit Reynolds number
Ref f - effective _-adlus of curvature fom a fuselage whose cross-
section is non-circular
s - distance f_om leading edge of the model measume¢i along th_
fuselage axlr
sz - distance around the perimeter of the cmoss-sectlon as
|
•... measured from the plane of symmetz./
Tt - s_agnation temperature
I; 5
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E×PERIMENTAL PROGRAM
The experlmnntal program was condu_tod to obtain information do-
fining th_ flow f.[nld for four diffQr_nt simulated "infinite" cylinders
ovor an angln-of-attaek range fronl 30° ro 90°. Tho data g_nerat_d dur-
Ing th_ program Inaludnd measurements fez, th_ h(_at-transfom-ra_ and
surfaeo_p_ssur_ dlstp_bu_on and sh_dowgraphs.
Modolo
blmom_oned ukntches for the four different (,'ros_-see,tlons touted
az_e presented in Fig. i. The four conglgurations were' (1) a fish%-
. circular cylinder, designated Cl, (2) a 9let. raced triangular cylinder,
designated C2, (S) a "rectangular" flat-faced eyllnder representing a
- ' typical cross-section of the space shuttle fuselage, designated C8, and
(q) a cylinder whose windward surface was a circular segment and whose
..... leeward surface was triangular, designated C_. A brief review of the
philosophy used in selecting these cross-sections might be useful at
h
this point. Since the measurements for the right-clrcular cylinde._, C1,
could be readily compared with theometical predictions and experimental
results available in the llterature, it was chosen as a reference con-
figuPatlon. The C4 cylinder has the same e_oss-section as the Apollo
Command Module. Thus, considerable da?a are available for comparison
" if one selects correlation parameters which are independent of whether
,, the flow is %_o-dlmenslonal or axlsymmetrlc. The C3 cylinder corresponds
to a fuselage cross-sectlon of one concept for the McDonnell-Douglas
.. space shuttle orbiter which was available at the tlme the test program
7
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was initiated, The _ndward pomtlon of the C2 eonflguratlon is identl-
./
i_ eal to that for the C3 conflguPatlon_ while the leewa?d surface of the
J
!i
e2 configuration is identical to that for the C4 configuration. Thus,f
the data for _he C2 eonflgumation indleace the independence of the wind-
ward and the leeward flow fields.
The body width, Wb, was chosen as the eharaeteristle length by
which parameters relating to model dimensions weme divided to obtain di-
mensionless correlation parameters. The body width _as the same for all
four configurations, i.e., 1.5 inches. Circumferential distributions are
presented as a function of Sz, which is the wetted distance around the
perlmeter of the cross-seotlon (Fig. l). Axial distributions are pre-
sented as a function of s, which is the distance f_om the leading edge
in the plane of symmetry (Fig. 2).
Also presented in Fig. i are the clrcumferential locations of the
pressure orifices and of the thermooouples, which were used to determine ....,,
the local heating rate. The models were constructed such that the
thermocouples were on one side of the model, the pressure orifices on
the other, providing both types of data duping the same shot. Because
ii
i it was felt that heat-transfer measurement would be more sensitive to
" the character of the local flow-fleld, the number of thermocouples on a
model was roughly twi_ the nu_er of pressume orifices. For each pres-
sure orifice location, theme was a thermccouple at the same point (in
the mirror image). Thus, the pressure data would provide information
about the local _nvlscld flow-field from which the heatlng-rate measume-
i
ments were taken. In general, most of the instrumentation was located
i.. in a "single" plane, the exceptions being some sensors located in the
9corner regions of the models. These were placed ±0.2 inch away from the
primar,y instrumentation plane in order to accommodate them physically.
Additional sensors were placed at other stations in order .to de-
re,mine if three-dlmensional effects we_ present. The circumferential
_" locations of these senso_s appea_ a_ the end of th_J tables in Fig. i.
i The signlfleane_ of the axial dimension to the instrumentation on the
instrumented core (xic) is indicated in Fig, 2.
The local pre,qsures wore measured using Sensotech t_ansducers.
The semieonductom strain gages of the transducems had a nominal output
of one millivolt per psi. The local heating rates were dctermlned from
computer fits of the surface-temperature histories. These temperature
histories were obtained using thePmocouples of %0 gage chromel/constan- -
tan wipe which were spot welded to the inner sumface of the O.O04-1nch
nickel skin of the models.
All of the instrumentation descmlbed above was contained in a two- ....,,
inch "instrumented segment." To properly simulate "infinite" cylinder
[
at the proper angle-of-attack, the instrumented segment was placed be-
tween unlnstrumented segments having the same cross-section, as shown
in Fig. 2. __
By using the unlnstrumented segments, the surfaces at both ends of
the model were pal,allel to the fl-ee-stream velocity. Because the large
diameter models were intended to simulate infinite cylinders, it was
necessax_y to consider pemtumbatlons due to end plates or to the model
support stmlng. To gain insight for model design, test shots were made .'
using a variety of instrumented models with different end plate and sup-
port conflgumatlons. Based on the shadowgPaphs _ it was decided not to
00000001-TSB02
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_ use end plates and to locate the model support sting in the wake at
{ the upstream end of the model. A photograph of a typical model in-
stallatlon is presented in Fig. 3. The total p_essure probe and the
... total temperature p_obe, which are used to determine flow conditions
in the tunnel, also can be seen.
Tcst Panili_y
The VAC Hyperveloaity Wind Tunnel is a hot-shot tunnel with a
variable volume are-chamber to provide relatively constant test oondi-
-:. tions. A contoumed nozzle is used to accelerate the nitrogen test gas
to Mach 8 in an 8.0-1nch diameter test section. For free-stream Mach
numbers of 10, or greater, the wlnd-tunnel nozzles are conical with a
total included angle of 7.50° and the test-sectlon is 12.5 inch in dia- •
_
meter. The high energy capacity of the tunnel provides either a high
unit Reynolds number capability, e.g., nominally a unit Reynolds number _...,.
of 70 X i08 per foot at Mach 8, or relatively long run times, e.g.,
0.50 second at Mach 17. The facility is complemented by an on-slte IBM
• digital computer which is employed for data acquisition and reduction.
Test Program
A run schedule is presented in Table 1 for the nominal test condl-
'_ tlons disc1_sed in the present report. The numbers which appear in this
_ table ame those assigned by the facility to identify the particular shot
for that nominal condition. Table 2 contains the exact test conditions
fop each run in the schedule.
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As noted previously, the nickel skin of the model was only 0.004-
inch think. Because of particle impingement and high surface pressures,
model degpadation oceupred during the eoumse of the test pmogpam. In
post-test observations of the model, the supervlsom of the VAC 'IVW'f
bmiefly discussed the model surface eonditlons in the data transmittal
package, noting "minor skin wrinkling oeau_med on the CI_ model at s =
SO°. '' As can be seen in the flow-fleld photographs presented in Fig. %
(which are for the C% model at e = 800), numerous shock waves were
generated due to the skin wrinkling. The high Reynolds number test, from
which photograph of Fig. %b was taken, was the latem of the %14o. The
greatly distumbed flow-field is at%mibuted to model degradation, the ef-
fect of which is amplified by the melatively thin boundary layer at the
highest Reynolds nu,_er. This skin wminkling and associated flow-field
pertumbations significantly influence the measured heat-transfer, which
is very sensitive to sumface moughness of the scale experienced. These
perturbations significantly limit the ability to interpmet the effect of
flow pamametems, as will be discussed more subsequently.
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DISCUSSION OF RESULV2
C_ e • . *
,_ince the _nstrumentat_on was distributed circumferentlally around
the entire model_ data are available which desaribe the flow field for
tl_,_ windward :]urface, fo_ which the boundary layer is attached, as well
: as for the leeward su_facn, whale evaluation of the flow parameters is
complicated by boundary-layer separation. The diaeussion which follows
: is therefure divided into the natural eategomles: "Windward Flow Field"
and "Separation and the Leewamd Flow Field." As noted when describing
!
i" ' the models, the wlndward surface of the C2 cylinder is identical to that
._ of the Ca configuration; while the leeward portion of the C2 configura-
I'
tion is geometrically identical to that for the C4 configuration. Since
the inviscld flow in the separation zone (which divides the "two" flow
...... fields) is supersonic, it was e×peoted that the windwamd flow field
_) would be essentially the same for the C2 and for the C3 configurations ....,
and that the leeward flow field for the C2 and for the C4 configurations
would be essentially the same. As discussed subsequently, this expecta-
tion was generally verified experimentally, within the accuracy of the
data.
'_, The flow field for the windward surface of infinite cylinders at
an angle-of-attack of 90° can be solved analytically, because of the
planar symmetry of the two-dimensional flow. Therefore, of all the data
which were obtained in the present program those which descrlbe the wind-
ward flow-fleld are most amenable to direct correlation with theory. The
, comparisons between the theoretical calculations and the windward data
for these simulated "infinite" cylinders at an angle-of-attack of 90°
12
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provide an inslght into the character of the flow. Furt|mrmorn, such
i'
:_ comparisons provide a measure of the validity of the expamlmental re-
, sults.
,_ Although the models used in the test program were to simulate
_! "infinite" cyllnders, the length-to-width ratios were below the values%
\
' of i0 suggested in Ref. a. The model lengths were limited to insure the
models would be wholly w_thin the tunnel core. Further, to aeeomodate
the desired instrumentation, the model cross-sectlon was made as large
as possible, Thus, the length-to-width ratio varied from only 2.83 for
the model used for an angle-of-attack of 90° to 7.38 for the model used
for an angle-of-attack of 80° . Because of the relatively short models,
the flow field measurements reflected the three-dimensional character
of the flow even at an angle-of-attack of 90°.
Windward Flow Field
.J
Theoretical solutions of the windward, inviscld flow field for
infinite cyllndems were obtained using a numerical routine generously
%
supplied by Dr. Gino Moretti. The desired theoretical flow field was
calculated using a time-dependent technique (e.g., Ref. i0 to 12) to
obtain the limiting solution, which is effectively the steady state
solution. The computed shock waves are compamed in Fig. 5 with the
....... experimental shock waves for the cylinders at an angle-of-attack of
90°, as recorded photogmaphlcally. As would be expected, the shock-
wave for the C2 configuration is essentially the same a8 that generated
.... by the C3 configuPatlon. Further, at the high Mach numbers and high
Reynolds numbers of the present experimental program, the measumed shock
wave is essentially independent of the free-stream conditions fo_,a
given configuration, e.g., the results for the C4 cylinder presented
in Fig. 5b.
The experimental shock wave is consistently closer to the body
than is the _heorQtlcal shock wave. The possibility that those dif-
forenc,_s wore due to viscous 8ffee_s was eonsldered. In a s_ples of
_alcu].at]onf_by bi (Rcf. 13), a noticeably small_,r shock ].ayePwa_
' obtained b<,c,Luuoof the wall tempePatume diffusing ul,slro4m, br|l|gll,_
uD the dc_nsity ]._ve] in the shock layer (bu_ these ealculatlons wo_,_
..... ' 9or relatively low Reynolds numbers). The displacement thickness o_
ths viscous boundary layer calculated for the present test conditions
using the University's numerical code for nonsimilar laminar flow
(Ref. 14)_ was very. small in magnitude (sometimes assuming positivei
....L values, other times negative values). These values which indicate a
• negligible displacement thickness for the boundary laye_ are consistent _'
with the calculations of Li fo_ higher Reynolds numbers. The fact that
the observed shock standoff distance is approximately 20% less than the
,':', theoretical value for an infinite cylinder is therefore attributed to
': three-dimensional effects, which are due to the small length-to-width
L
%:..... rat±os, noted previously.
The pitch plane standoff distance (6t) is presented in Fig.
as a function of the effective radius of cumvature fom the windward
forebody. The shock standoff distance measured in the plane of sym-
metry is presented for all three angles-of-attack and for all but the
1
highest Reynolds number. The highest Reynolds number results are not
included because the other measurements indicated no significant
O0000001-TSB07
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Reynolds number effect and becaus_ of the dlffleulty in interprotlng
the photographs (rofor to Fig, 4).
For _he fuselage evoss-seetlons which ara flat-faced eyllnde_s
wi_h vQundod corners, the _ffeative madlus of curvature is am_umed to
bn (Rof. 15):
Relf 2.315
0.SWl, 0.?_,5 '_ 3.1_. _'e (I)
It might be noted that this equation also appllez_ fo_ the limiting case
' = 0.SWb and, therei:o_e,of a right-clrcular cylznde_, in which ease rc
•-..... Ref f = 0.SW b . For a c_oss-section which is a circular segment sub-
tending an included angle significantly less than 90° , the effective
radius of curvature accounts fom the incmeased velocity gmadlent. The
graphical relation of Ref. 16 (based on experimental results for axi- ,
symmetric configurations) has been used to calculate Ref f for the two-
dimensional • " "Cd-eonf_gurat_on.
\ The pmocedures used to obtain values for the effective madlus
of euDvature are most applicable to the flow fom an angle-of-attack of
90°. Nevertheless, a consistent co_relatlon between the standoff dis-
tance and the effective radlus of cumvatu_e is obtained fom all three
angles0-of-attack. As discussed p_evlously, the measumements for s=90 °
(presented in Fig. 6c) a_e less than the theometlcal values, which is
attributed to the three-dlmensional character of the actual flow.
The complete clrcumfementlal p_essu_e distmlbutions (in polar co-
.
o_dinates) for the right circula_ cyllnde_ (conflgu_atlon C1) are
..... . ..................... -................... "
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C = C sln2 _ . (3)
PO_ PO
Although the present data exhibit variations exceedlng _hose usually
associated with pressure measurements,._he data-correlate reasonably ....,.
well with the other distributions. These differences between the pres-
sure measurements at a given angle-of-attack are attributed to experi-
mental uncertainties rather than to the flow parameters. This assumed
independence of Mach number and of Reynolds number is consistent with
the findings o_ others, e.g., Ref. 18.
_ The experimental pmess_e distributions from the region where the
° boundary layer is attached are presented in Fig 8 for all four configu-
rations at an angle-of-attack of 90°. Also included in the flgure are
the theoretlcal pressume dlstmlbutlcns calculated using both the time-
dependent numerical code provlded by Moz_tti and the modified Newionlan
flow theory. The measumements usually fall between the %we theoretlcal
}°
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l'l
'" dh#trlbutlons, Since the.arose-section of t_o (2JIcyl.[ndoe is the :_ame
as that for the Apollo Command Module, the I _:-_' _'_distributions were
_xp_o_od to b_ th_ same although on_ flow i,_ two-dlmensional while t'_e
other is axSsymmotrlc. As _A_poe_ed, the pressure data are essontlally
the _a,le for both configurations except Ill th_ eor.nql_ Posies, whor,] tll_]
ppa_oI'yi:pressures a_a significantly iowop _],an |:lloApollo dak,-t(l,[ef:.
I_]). The var[atlon._ in thatprsssupes measured on _J,oCl_ eyllndop _r_
,:_trlbut_d to expsr.,im,n_al saat_o?, Those vaplatlolm arn not r_ro fop
a hot-shot type fae,i]ity (a slm'llaz_correlation nx]_)ts for pressure
mo,_,_)uz'om_n,ts on a sharp cone in this 'tunnel, kof. 20), el'though they
probably _,eprasent the upper bound of the expected scat:tom, The w_[nd-
ward pressure data fol_ all four configurations appear to be independent
of the Reynolds number.
Because of the cylindrical nature of the models, at a given angle-
of-attack, the angle between the s_rfaee tangent of the plane of sym .... ,,
merry and the free-stream velocity vector is the same for all four con-
flgura%ions. Thus, using a "%heoretlcal" model which assumes that the
flow is turned by a straight-llne surface element to an angle _ fPom
the free-stream direction, the calculated surface pressure would be in-
. : dependent of configuration cross-sectlon. The pressure data from the
plane of symmetry are aompared in Flg. 9 with the pressures calculated
for three simple flow-models, specifically, modified Newtonlan flow,
, tangent eone_ and tangent wedge. The values calculated using the equa-
tlon for modified Newtonlan flow (Eq. 3) provide the best correlation
with the data. Also included for comparison are pressure data ob%alned
in a companion study (Ref. 21) of blunt cylindrical fuselages with
i¢
I
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:;.Jill[ L,ll." ,n:_cl:i;3-sec_ I;ioi];;,
A.<t ilol:ad i,X_oV[Oill{J.yt data were el)tallied ov,_r, ,t w i<i,_ I,4ngu of
l(a}/llolds rll/li_Jop, Tllc_ io_(-_body px_L_s,<-_urn I1Vt_i¼relll(,litfl l.leT_f_ SQ¢)il to ]Jc.:
irlc]et}miidlliit: ci.l: l<,.ylio_'Ld.<3 ilUlT_be_',I a_l would Lu exp/Jol;i}d, Au c,.in bt.. ,..il_cii
]li l'l g, .101 thQ i-i,i;l'L- t;;o/iii:]l,_l.,-T?<ll.c] lJ.ii3 L_]bul;iuri .[_ 4opui'ld_ill; Oil _h,:.
i._,_7n_ldl, Ilumhr_r, 'fu r,.i.,ir_iz,, tl,,_ ;0_rl-Lo-_un v,:l_i,x_t_ri:_ wh,_n oomp4.lr.[rll,,
iilJtifl I ili¢'drl_li.ol_.'l i I ?.,,d h,_,lL" I;l-qlillli'f.tD-I'+tlil_ ,ii_q l;;Plbtll;].c)llrl iOl. _ ;l t'_fVQIl Cc)Ii-
J.l _.;ll_",ll.]._ ,rl ;;IL IWO ,-I.[ i_i,.lz'r)fiL I_/_OW CiOildi l:[Olrlll i 'l;hf> .L<)e,l.l. rflQ_'-il.lill.'f._lllC,llt'_
h<lW) li(lllft ,il, vld_d by tile h¢lLll;"t_._&llll3-Pol_-l',:l_O l[IO/i:311Df_;i i[1 lhl! p.]Jlllf,l Ol-
:lylillli,,Dl:'y _ .i.,,,;, _ ,ll. _;h¢:,'x,n%oc_clLli_.]._i,_ I'at;huI, _h,'ili by ,'i tlluog_lJ'l;f,.'_il i_f.'ql '_
ell,lt;I llu<iL;llt'_ _.,,1'1.o (J.Lt W£1,+_ulallally done f:Of t;h(i o'Lhel' fJ.gti_Qil), A.Lt_]loiil_ll
_iJ.ViLilori t)] ,l Ilit, a_-iu'_,c:fllmnt by a 1;hoo_et]c<'il _efeI,e.l]c_.. > heating eat.e fiholiJ,l
• t_] [rll;[ll_tt,_ the _'iel3t;l_lCil)ficQ 08 l:htj l'Dot2-[l f_l,t'i/-llll tend] 'l_[t)ll;i s I'llf! l-,_llsul t i fll.Jj
dilli,_n._[_lih)1313 V_llU_:would i"eflecl experimental lRaccul,dc[el3 (d[ff:uz_olliltTs
be'tween a partlcu/di, run alld theory). RefeI,enc].li_,the Im:_sulflelnc_.ntto a ....,
_uor,rt,].at,d,ll:e×pcz_[i;iental value obtained du_ing the same i-un reduces the
c[fect of uxpez'ini,_iitd],vamiations_ although it is not completely elimi-
nated.
The expez_imental heat-tmansfem-rate dlsti-ibutions, thus nondlmen-
sionalized, al_e presented in Fig. I0 for both th_ C1 and the Cii configu-
i,dtion_] at an angle-of-attae_ of 90 o. included for, comparison is the
theoretical hea_-tpansfer dlstpil, u%ion fern a laminar boundai_y layer', as
calculated usin_ _;li_method of Lees (Ref. 22), The e×perhnental pr,es-
sure distl-ibutions of Fig. 8 have been used to compute the i"equ[l-ed
I
[,_opcrtles of the inviscid flow at the edge of the boundal-y layer. Con-
uidt_.r first thu measui_ementu fol_ the might cil-cu].ar cylindei,, i.e., the
O0000001-TSB11
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K_ </_. ,
_he velocity gradlon_ excood_ the value _op which _olamlnariz,a_Ion o_
a boundary layer has boon observed on a cyllndrlcal body in an acceler-
ated flow (RUE. 23). Therefore, ag_eemen_ between the dlmenslonl_s::
heat-transfer rates Just ups'_ream of boundamy layer _eparation (i.,;.,
sz _ 0,7 Wb) is a_trlbuted _o %he fac_ that transition reversal back
to a laminar boundaz_ layer occurs at the higher Reynolds number.
,"h.
The heat-transfer measurements for the C_ cylinder at an angle-
of-attack of 90° eyahlblt slmilam charaetemistlcs, as can be seen in
Pig. 10b. The lower Reynolds numbem data fern the present two-
%
dimensional configuration compare favorably with the results fom the
axlsymmetrie Apollo eonflgumation (Ref. 19). Because the boundary
_, layer was laminar for the Apollo tests, it is assumed that it is also
laminar for the present two lowe_ Reynolds number tests. Although
the heat-transfer measurements at the highest Reynolds number qualita-
tively follow the theometical lamlnam distribution, the boundary layem
is believed _o be transitional, if not fully turbulent. The dimension-
less hea_-transfe_ rate fop the last _hermo_ouple is roughly the same
(
for al_ three Reynolds numbers. Again, the larg_ _avo_ab].: pressure
.... O000000]-TSB]2
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gradient has promoted r_lamlnarlzatlon of the bounda_,y layer, as can be
seen by the dim_n_shlng variation between the measumemen%s for, the dlf-
ferenZ Reynolds numbers, However, since the difference has not com-
pletely vanished, it is impossible to conclude from these data that the
boundary layer Jttst prior to separation is indeed laminar for all three
conditions,
Since a prima_y objective of the study was to define the extent
of boundary-layer separation and %he character of the separated flow,
", most of the instrumentation was in a "single" plane. However__addl-
r
.... tlonal thermocouples were placed at other stations on the instrumented
.... segment in order to determine if three-dlmenslonal effects were present..
The axial heat-%Tansfer-rate "distribution" measured in the-_indward
j
plane of symme%Ty of the C4 cylinder at an anKle-of-attack of 30° is
presented in. FiE. iI. The data at an anKle-of-attack of 30° (for which
the modells the lonKest) cleaDly indicate the three-dimenslonal char- ,_,
t
acter of the boundary layer. Included for comparfson are theoretical
_ dlstrlbutlons for la_/na_ flow calc_l_ted using the tanKent-cone and the
' '_ tanEent-wedge flow-field assumptions, as well as the swept-cylinder re-
I: latlon. (These techniques are discussed in more detail in Ref. 21. )
B..
.i The experimental distribution-is in Kood a4_eement with the theoretical
values calculated for the tangent-cone model. AlthouEh the data com-
'_" pare almost as well w_th the values calculated for the tangent-wedge
; model,_ this flow model _.s rejected on the basis of the lack of correla-
• tlon of the pressure measurements, _efer to Pig. 9. At points well
downstmeam of the stagnation point, the heating on a Space-shUttle or-
biter whose fuselage had a C_ c_ss-sectlon showed similar agreement
with tangent-cone _heory while similarly falling below the swept-cylin_.er
O0000001-TSC01
value(ref.21).
The pitch-plane heat-transfer-rake dlstmlbutlons at an angle-of-
attack of 60° are pmesented in pig. 12 for the C_ cylinder (rounded
fomehody) and fox the C2 and the C3 cyllnde_s (both having a flat-faced
fo_ebody). Comparison of the heat-transfer data £o_ these c_oss-
seatlons indicates:
(i) that boundat,y-layor transi_lon occurs earlier for the Founded
cross-sectlon than for the flat-botto_d conflguratlo_s, and
(2) that the laminar heat-transfer measurements are roughly 30%
below the theoretical swept-cyllnder values.
Similar results were observed for fuselages of similar cross-section on
a straight-winged orbiter at similar angles-of-attack (Ref. 21).
The heat-transfer meas_ements from the plane of symmetry of the
C% and the CI cylinders are presented as a function of the angle-of-
,,e.%,
attack in Fig. 13. As noted when discussin_ the shock stand-off distances,
because of the relatively short length of the l.lodelstested at an angle-
of-attack of 90°, three-dimensional effects do exist. However, the
va_iatlon between the stagnatlon-llne measurements for the two Reynolds
numbers are believed to be indicative of the experimental uncertainty.
Included for comparison are a linear correlation:
r
4 = 0.707F(4t,ref)9Oo
and the swept-cyllnder relation:
= o.7ovF(_t,re_) (sin_)1.2 . (s)
O000000q-TSCO
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The facto_ 0.707 mep_esents the matlo of heat tmansfer to a two-
dimensional c_nflguratlon _o that to an axlsymmetrle configuration
having the same c_oss-seetlon. Although other values for this famto_
appear in the llteratume, this value is obtained from boundary layer
theory with a few, reallstla assumptions. The factor (sin _)1.2 re-
pmesents the effect of angle-of-attack, or sweep, as taken from Ref. 2_.
The product F4t,ref_epresents the theo_etleal heating rate to an axl-
symuetmlc conflgumatlon having _he same cross-section as the "infinite"
cylinder. The relations of Fay and Rgddell (Ref. 25) are used to cal-
culate 4t,ref , which is the theoretical heating rate to the stagna-
tion point of a sphere whose diameter is Wb . The factor F accounts
for the noncircular shape of the cross-sectlon and is, therefore,
As would be expected the value of F is unity for tl.eright circular
cylinder, while it is 0.685 fom the C4 cyllnder. Theoretical values of
the heat-transfem to the stagnation line of the C% configuration at an
angle-of-attack of 90° have been calculated for three diffement values
of the effective radius of cumvatume. The theoretical values, which are
presented in Fig. 13b, assumed values for Ref f of:
(i) 0.0825 ft, which is one-half the body width (Pefem to Fig. 1),
(2) 0.1500 ft, which is the physical radius of curvature for the
windward sumface (refer to Fig. 1), and .
(8) 0.1888 ft, which is the effective radius of curvatume based
on an expemimental study employing axisymmetrlc models (Ref.
16).
00000001-T8C03
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Comparison of the sta_atlon-llne calculations With the measurements
supports the use of an Ref f of 0.13S8 feet, which eo_responds to an F
of 0.585. Thus, it appeams that the axisymmetDie faetoms m_y he used
fom two-dlmensional configurations as well.
AT the p?esent ther_oeouple locations, the lamina_ heat-transfer
rates measured at the lower Reynolds number are best apppoMimated by
the linear relation. The eo_elatlon with the llnoar relation would
depend on the ther_ocouple location. The turbulent character of the
boundary layer for the high Reynolds-number data causes the heat-transfer
measurements at angle-of-attack to exceed both "theoretical" correlations.
Separation and the Leeward Flow Field
One of the major pz_blems in any experimental study of separated
flow fields ks the low absolute values of the parameters, e.g., pressure
,,,%,
'- or heat transfer rate, which must be measured. An error which may be
extremely small in absolute value can represent a highly magnified per-
centage ez_por. Thus, one usually expects a somewhat greater de_ee of
scatter in leeward data than in the _orrespor41nK windwamd information.
The measurement uncertainty is further amplified when one is employing
a blowdown tunnel which generally introduces an additional increment
of uncertainty due to the lack of absolute repeatability. Because of
these inherent measurement difficulties it was found desirable to compute
average heat transfer rates over the leewamd surface and employ these _
_,,, average values as characteristlc parameters for _omparison and cor_ela-
tlon. Thls approach is not unPeasonable in view of the near constancy
of surface pressure and heat transfer levels within fully separated
regions.
v --
j
i"
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In computing avemage leewar.d heat transfep rates it is of course
necessary to dete_mlne wheme separation oeeums. Of th_ four eonflgura-
tlons eonsldemod in the current study, defining the sopamatlon loeatlon
" for the rlght-ci_eular cylinder presented the most difficulty. The
experimental pressure dlstplbutlons may be used to lonate approximately
the point at which boundamy-layer sepa_atlon occurs. The p_essur_ data
for the _ight ei_cula_ cylinder, conflgu_atlon C1 in Fig. 7, indicate
_ha_ _ho separation is dependQnt on the anglo-of-attack. The separa-
tlon location appears to move slightly downstmeam as the angle-of-attack
increases. Howevor_ this oonclus&on (which is supported by the data of
Fig. 7) is made with the knowledge that the angle-of-attack dependence
has been noted by others, as discussed below. Because of the experlmen-
tal unee_talnty such a ooncluslon could not be dmawn from the present
data alone. Based on the curTent data alone, the separation point is
approximately i08° from thestagnatlon line for all angles-of-attack, s,
This value results loom the current estimation technique which ignores
the region of sub-base pressure, indicated in refemences 3 and 17 as
occuring just pmlor to separation. The differences between the separa-
tion angle assumed for this integration of the present data and those
reported in the llteratume (e.g., Refs. 17 and 18) do not substantially
affect the average heat-transfer mates.
Penland (Ref. 17) noted, "The point of separation appears to vary
from about 120° from the stagnatlon point for an angle-of-attack of 90°
to about 100° from the s_agnation point fore an angle-of-attack of 14.9°. ''
Furthermore, the measurements of Beckwith and Gallagher (Ref. 18) indi-
cate that flow separation occurs near a _ of 100 °. Thus, although the
.... 00000001-TSC05
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fanctlonal dependence on angle-of-attack of the current separation
loaatlons is eonsls'_ent with the findings of others, the specific
sepa_atlon locations differ somewhat.
Oil flow patterns subsequently obtained in the Supersonle Wind
Tunnel of the Unlvez,slty of Texas at Austin indicate the surface stream-
lines nea_ the separation llne were almost perpendicular %0 the axis of
the C1 cyllnder. Thus, the placement of a sting in _he wake might In-
crease the leeward pressure slightly (for this configuration) and,
therefore, move the separation location upstream (as appeared to be the
case for the VAC models). These tests further indicate that cross flow
: and, thus, the effect of sting placement ame dependent on the cross-
section.
Pressure distributions for the afterbody of the C8 configurations
are presented in Fig. 14. Also indicated in the figume are the instru-
¢ •
mentation locations and the positlon of the tangency points, For an ....."
_{ angle-of-attack of 60°, The pmessure distribution indicates a separation
:_ bubble followed by a recompmession region at each of the expansion
-,: co_ners on the lateral surface. Although %he nondimensionallzed pres-
sure values ape somewhat higher, the experimental distmibution at an
angle-of-attack of 90° does not indicate the existence of separation
bubbles at the expansion corne_s. At both angles-of-attack, the data
indicate that the boundary layer does not cleaz,ly separate until reach-
ing the clrculam cap, i.e., the extreme leeward surface.
The co_espondlng heat-transfer distributions are presented in %
Fig. 15. The dimensionless heating mates are also somewhat higher for
the 90° angle-of-attack test. The oil flow tests in the University's
00000001-T$C06
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Supersonic Wind Tunnel indicated a complex three-dimensional flow at
the lower angle-of-attaak. Despite the difference in the pressure dis-
trlbutions, the heat-transfer distributions for the two angles-of-attack
' a_c_qualitatively very similar. At both angles-of-attack the recom-
presslon downstmeam of the first expansion produces a significant in-
crease in the local heating, These data also support the contention
that the boundary layer does not separate until roaching the clrcula_
cap.
It ],asbeen shown that the measurements fmom the fo_ebody of the
C4 configuration at an angle-of-attack of 90° compare favomably with
data for the Apollo Command Module at zero angle-of-attack. This
i
..: agreement between the nondlmensionalized data for a two-dimensional "
flow with those _oran axlsymmetrlc flow holds fo_ the leeward surface
as well. The sumface-pressume and the heat-transfer-rate distributions
for the leeward surface of the C4 configuration are compared with the .....,.
Apollo data in Fig. 16. The differences ame believed to be within the
accumacy of the leeward measurements (which has been discussed already).
Having established the location of separation, one can evaluate
: the chamacteristic lengths L and Ws, which are shown in Fig. 17 for
each c_oss section. Use of these parameters is s_ggested by theoretical
concepts embodied in Reference 26. Although devoted to base heat
transfer f@_ turbulent flow, the qualitative features of this flow model
are applicable to oumment geometries and flow conditions. The model of
Ref. 26 suggests that the prlma_y length parameters for leeward heat
transfer are (1) the distance from the wake stagnation point (the impinge-
ment of the free shear layers) to the rear stagnation point of the body
27
and (2) a charaeteristlo maximum wake width. The former dlstanee can-
not be obtained, in general, without extensive flow visualization or
wake p_obing and therefore is not readily available. For the present
flow geometrles and conditions one would expect that, as a consequence
of the "hypersonic freeze" p_in_iple (san RQf. 3), the wake stagnation
point is app_oxlmat_ly the same distance (when normalized with the
approprlate width) from the separation point for each ,:ylindrical shape.
Thomefom_, the dimensionless length L/W s is invep_ely p_opo_tional to
the desired distance from body surface to the wake stagnation point.
Comrelation of leewamd heat-tDansfer _ates for the varlous cy-
linders is shown _n Fig. 18 who=e, fo_ a given value of s, the average
' heat transfe_ mate, nommalized with respect to the mefe_enoe value, is "
plotted versus the ratio of characteristic lengths. The avemage heat-
ing for the leeward _egion is nondlmensionalized using the melation:
Le avg = z,1 (7)
f sz'2 ds4t'ref 4t,ref Sz, 1
i where Sz, 1 is the location of boundary-layer sepamation and Sz, 2 is
the coomdinate o_ the leewamd s_agnatlon point. Although no Reynolds
number effect is evident because of the measurement pmoblems alluded
to earliem, the systematic vamiation of heat %-ransfer which emerges
from this type of plot pmovldes strong evidenee of the validity of the
two oharaeterlstic lengths. Furthem conflrmation is obtalned from the
l
data of Holloway, Stemrett and Creekmo_e (Ref. 27) which ame also pre-
sented in Fig. 18. These measumements repmesent heet transfer imme-
diately downstream of a backstop in hypersonic lamlnam flow and comres-
pond to a blunt-base geometry, i.e., L _ O, at a g0° angle-of-attack.
00000001-TSC08
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CONCLUDING REMARKS
The experimental p_ogmam included both windward and leeward
measurements for a vamiaty of simulated "infinite" cylinders exposed
to hypersonic streams over an angle_of-attaak from 30° to go°, Fo_
the _ango of condi_ion_ included in this study, the followlnK eon-
clusi_ms a_n made,
(i) Sw(_pt_yl_ndo? theory p_ovld_s a _eosonabln aerials%ion
of the measured lam_na_ heat-t_ansfe_ _al;ec_f_om the plane of
..... symmetry, llowovom,_f one uses th(_ tangeUto_ene op the
t_inGent-wodge techniques to account fo_ the three-dlmenslonal
nature of the flow along this windward-most elsment, improved
coPmelatlon with _he measumements is obtained.
(2) The boundary layem transition cmiteria in the plane of
symmetry ame a function of the transverse cu_va_ume. For a /.,.
given flow condition, transition occurred earlier for the cylln-
dam whose windward surface was a cimculam segment than for the
cylinder whose windward surface was flat.
(3) Relaminarization of the clrcumferentlal boundary layer for
a right-elrcula_ cylinder was observed at the highest Reynolds
number tested. Although the boundary layer on the forebody was
natumally turbulent, the large pressure gradients p_oduced
transition reversal on the windwamd surface,
(%) The effect of leeslde geometry 'n the average heat-transfer
_atc can be correlated with a single geometrlc parameter which
is d_pendent on the location of separation.
29
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(5) The relationship of leeward heating to anKle-of-attack is
found to be virtually linear for each cross-section. This
variation is essentially the same as that for laminar heating
in the plane of symmetry.
(6) No systematic effect of f_ee_strean_ Reynolds number on th_
foregoing relationships was observqd. The hoat-transfa_ data
ind_atod that _hn n_ar wakn was laminar.
O0000001-TSCl 1
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Table i. -- Run Schedule of Nominal Test Condition (VAC HVWT)
Nominal test condition*
Conflg'a_ation _ Condition i Condition 2 Condition 3 Condition 4
el 30 ..... _...... 1008
60 4, 2 1004 ------ 1002
90 -- 1005 " i006
|| , i
C2 30 ------- 1042 1043 104!
60 16_ 15 1045 1044 1046
90 "--'-" 1047 --'-'-" 1049 "'
, w i, ,, .....
: C3 30 ----'-" 1021 1022 1023
;:' 50 18, 17 1027 1026 i025
90 ------- 1028 1032
C4 30 8, 9 1012 i011 i010
h
60 5 1015 1016 1017
90 13, 12 1020 -- 1019
"', _%The nominal test conditions are
M Re®/ft
CondlZion 1 15 4.0 x 106
Condition 2 i0 2.0 x 106
Condition 3 i0 5.0 x 106
Condition 4 ........16 20.0 x 105
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Table 2. -- Run Sehedule
Conf _ Run No. M_ Re/ftx10-6 Pt2 Tt
.... (°R)
CI 30° 1008 i0, i0 19,73 55,33 2188
i
CI 60° 1004 i0.00 2.17 15.63 $725
i Cl 60° 1002 i0. i0 19. Sl 46.12 1985
C1 600 4 14.98 3.96 12.01 8580
! CI 90° 1005 i0.00 2.17 15.42 3715
! CI 90° I006 i0.21 19.16 46.41 2057
::_ C2 30o 1042 10.16 2.15 14.20 8602
_ C2 30O 1043 i0.48 4.33 17. ii 2800
i:
!i C2 30o 1041 9.96 17.31 54.37 2311:
•! C2 60° i0_5 i0.20 2.47 14.57 8410
Ii C2 60° 1044 i0.52 4.81 17.24 2658
C2 60° I0_6 9.94 19.13 54.49 2185
_ C2 60° 16 15.17 3.57 ii. 02 8610
i
i C2 90° 1047 9.45 i,98 15.31
=i 3660
a_
_ C2 90 ° 1049 9.89 18.30 54.59 2225
C3 30° 1021 i0.20 2.23 15.37 3718
C3 30o 1022 10.55 4.74 18 50 2792
C3 30° 1023 10.06 19.34 54.84
_i 2200
J
! C3 60° 1027 10.20 2.44 15.02 3490
i_ C3 60° .......1026 i0.78 4.80 17.33 9741
i C3 60o 1025 I0.00 19.09 55.74 2216!I
C3 60° 18 15.48 3.87 i0.47 3430
=
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Table 2 Con_.
Conf a Run No. H_ Re=/f_ Pt2 T_
.--- _.____ X 10 "6- __ ___._ (°R)
C3 90 ° 1028 10.37 2.53 14.83 3443
C3 90° 1032 9.95 22.53 50.07 1861
C4 30° 1012 10.31 2.53 14.98 3450
C4 30° i011 10.70 4.85 17.42 2710
C4 30° i010 10.15 20.21 55.52 2185
04 30° 8 15.35 3.98 10.79 3395
C4 60° 1015 10.43 2.29 14.52 3630
C4 60° 1016 10.72 4.75 17.20 2730
C4 60o 1017 10.13 20.77 53.19 2082
W
Cu 60° 5 15.35 3.87 10.90 3470
C4 90 ° 1020 10.17 2.29 15.23 3630 ....'
:! C4 90° 1019 10.25 21.18 51.97 2063
C4 90 ° 13 15.13 3._5 .. Ii.29 3550
{
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0 The_-mocouples D P_essu_e OPifices
i ....
8Z SZ SZ 8Z
_,, *ic 0.5--_b*io _.5wb *io 0.5wb *io 0.5wb
. i i ,
1.25 0.0000 1.25 1.702 1.05 0.000 1.25 2.618
1.25 0.349 1.25 1.832 1.25 0.349 1.05 3.142
1.25 0.698 1.25 2.094 1.25 0.698
1.25 1.047 1.25 2.618 1.25 1.047
i.25 i.309 i.25 3.142 i.25 i. 309
1.25 1.440 .50 0.000 1.25 1.440
1.25 1.504 .50 3.142 1.25 1.570
1.25 1.570 _.75 0.000 1.25 1.702
1.25 1.635 1.75 3.142
(a) Configumation C1 i
Figume i. Cyllndmlcal cmoss-seotlons with instrumentation 16catlons, :
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Note: all dimensions in inches
J
0 Thermocouples rl 0mifice Pressures
S Z S S 8
Xic Xic z Xic z Xic z ,%,
0"5% 0 " 5_ .... 0"5% 0 _ 5 i
1.25 0.000 1.25 1.744 1.05 0.000 1.05 3.343
1.25 0.333 1.25 2.464 1.25 0.383 .50 1.104
1.25 0.667 1.25 3.843 1.25 0.667
_: i.25 O.875 .50 O.000 i. 25 O. 875
1.45 0.973 .50 0.875 1.25 1.006
" 1.05 1.006 •50 1.006 1.45 1.104
1.25 1.071 .50 3.343 1.25 1.744
1.45 1.104 1.75 0.000 1.25 2.464
1.05 1.138 1.75 1.071
(b) Configuration 02
Figure i. Con%inued.
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0 Thommocouples ['] Pr,essuPe Orifices
" ,, ,,, -,,,, , m u ,
S S S S
XiC O. 5--_b Mic O. 5_ b X_O O. 5_ XiC 0 Z. .'% k,
i' 1.25 0.000 1.25 1.738 1.05 0.000 1.25 2.534
i.25 0•333 i.25 i.872 1.25 0.667 1.25 3.165
1.25 0.667 1.25 2.205 1.25 0.875 1.05 3.864
i.25 O.875 i.25 2.539 1.45 1.071
; 1.25 0.973 1.25 3.165 i.25 i.204
1.25 1.071 1.25 3.515 1.25 1.605
1.25 1.204 1.25 3.864 i.25 i.872
1.25 1.405 1.75 0.000
1.25 1.605 1.75 1.071
(c) Conflguratlon C3
Figume i. Continued.
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(d) Configu_a_lon C4
Figure i. Concluded.
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• (b) M= = 10.15, Re=/ft = 20.21 x 106 , (Run 1010)
Figure 4. - Effect of model degradation on the flow-fleld of an infinite
cylinder at angle-of-attack.
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Figure 5. - Comparison of experlmental shock Wave
wlth theometical shock wave for infinite cylinder
at an angle--of-a_tack of 90°.
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FiEume 13. - Heat-tmansfem to the windwamd-most
element as a function of anE1e-of-attack.
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FiEure 16. - A aompamlson of leeward data from the C4
cyllnder with _ha% for the Apollo.
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(b) Heat-transfer rates
, Figure 16. - Concluded.
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Configuration C3 ConfiguPatlon C_
Figure 17. - Cha_acte_istlc lengths (L and Ws) of separated
_eglon fo_ each_oss section.
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